Agenda Item J.3
Attachment 3
March 2017

Deep-Set Buoy Gear Exempted Fishing Permit Application Form
Please reference the instructions for specifics on filling out your application.
12-08-2016
1) Application Date: _____________________

2) Applicant(s)*:
345-9615 ___________
Kent Jacobs
808
a) Name: __________________________________
Phone No: (_______)________jacobssurfboardshawaii@yahoo.com
Email: ________________________________________________________________________
2224 Thorley place Palos Verdes Estates, ca 90274
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Ca swordfish permit,Ca commercial fishing license,ocean enhancement stamp,NOAA HMS permit.
Commercial Fishing Permits Held: _________________________________________________
Any history of current/pending state or federal violations in any commercial fishery? □ Yes

✔ No
□

200-1317
Toni Gomez
562
b) Name: __________________________________
Phone No: (________)__________________
tinymusicgirl13@yahoo.com
Email: ________________________________________________________________________
130 East Eldridge Street Long Beach Ca 90807
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
Ca commercial fishing license
Commercial Fishing Permits Held:__________________________________________________

Any history of current/pending state or federal violations in any commercial fishery?

✔ No
□ Yes □

one
3) Number of vessels*: ________________________________________________________________
585405,F&G 29320
Patricia J
a) Vessel Name: _______________________________
Registration Number: ________________
Kent
Jacobs
Name of Operator: ______________________________________________________________
California swordfish permit L12184
Commercial Fishing Permits Held:__________________________________________________

Any history of current/pending state or federal violations in any commercial fishery? □ Yes

□✔ No

b) Vessel Name: _______________________________ Registration Number: __________________
Name of Operator: ______________________________________________________________
Commercial Fishing Permits Held: _________________________________________________
Any history of current/pending state or federal violations in any commercial fishery? □ Yes

□ No
✔

4) Commercial Fishing Experience of EFP Participants*:
1
a.1) DSBG - Years: __________
Type of participation: ____________________________________
harpoon, drift net, deep set hand held hook and line
a.2) Other Swordfish gear – Type(s): __________________________________________________
40
captain / crew
Years: ______________
Type of Participation: _______________________________________
troll,deep set hook and line,shallow set buoy gear for tuna in Hawaii ,this is the same configuration as DSBG without the flag fished at 10 to 50 fathoms
a.3) Other gear(s) – Type(s): _________________________________________________________
10
captain /crew
Years: ______________
Type of Participation: ________________________________________

fished up to 3 sets DSBG at a time with attached lines to the boat to the boat .PIER institute seminars on DSGB method

1
crew
b.1) DSBG - Years: __________
Type of participation: ____________________________________
harpoon , deep set hook and line
b.2) Other Swordfish gear – Type(s): __________________________________________________
2
crew
Years: ______________
Type of Participation: ________________________________________
troll,hook and line
b.3) Other gear(s) – Type(s): _________________________________________________________
2
crew
Years: ______________
Type of Participation: _______________________________________

*List information for additional EFP applicants/vessels/participants on a separate page.
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2 years
5) Proposed EFP duration: ____________________________________________________________
Justification: _________________________________________________________________________
Every swordfish fishing season is so different in how they behave,during a good harpoon period when they are basking on
the surface typically it will not be a good DGN period,and from what i have seen not a good period for DSBG. Time of
____________________________________________________________________________________
year ,target areas all make a difference ,typically after a wet winter it can be a good harpoon season,since PIER has been
collecting data with this EFP there has not been a good harpoon season but there has been some small good periods.
____________________________________________________________________________________
Data and learning curves take time 2 years with the potential to extend would be good.
____________________________________________________________________________________

6) Intended DSBG Configuration:

✔ Standard (Attachment A)
✔ Modified (please explain)
□
□

i have used the PIER standard DSBG configuration, I have modified this configuration by developing a device that allows me to deliver the bait to the desired depth with less line tangles
____________________________________________________________________________________
keeping the line tight and vertical this device is less weight than the 8lb lead now used this allows smaller fish to lift the bite indicator buoy so they can be released alive , at 8 pounds fish under
100 pounds cannot lift the weight and go undected and are pulled in dead ,also the device is not made of lead ,and California is currently on a quest to ban lead fishing weights.
____________________________________________________________________________________

✔ Swordfish only
7) Target Species: _______________________□
□✔ Other (please list):
____________________________________________________________________________________
Swordfish ,Thresher shark, Opah, louvar
____________________________________________________________________________________

8) Fishing Area and Effort (indicate all that apply):

✔ Southern California Bight (Point Conception to the U.S.-Mexico Border):
a) □
Patricia J
i) Vessels: _____________________________________________________________________
100 -150days
ii) Estimate of fishing effort: ______________________________________________________
iii) Additional details: weather
___________________________________________________________
,fish reports,abundance of fish, i generally put 750-1000
______________________________________________________________________________
hours on the boat each fishing season
______________________________________________________________________________

✔ Central California (Point Reyes to Point Conception):
b) □
PatriciaJ
i) Vessels: _____________________________________________________________________
20-50 days
ii) Estimate of fishing effort: ______________________________________________________
iii) Additional details: weather
___________________________________________________________
,fish reports,abundance of fish, i generally put 750-1000
______________________________________________________________________________
hours on the boat each fishing season
______________________________________________________________________________

c) □ Northern California (42° N. latitude to Point Reyes):
i) Vessels: _____________________________________________________________________
ii) Estimate of fishing effort: ______________________________________________________
iii) Additional details: ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
d) □ Oregon (Columbia River to 42° N. latitude):
i) Vessels: _____________________________________________________________________
ii) Estimate of fishing effort: ______________________________________________________
iii) Additional details: ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
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9) Data Gaps: Which of the following data gaps are addressed by your Exempted Fishing Permit application,
and how will they be addressed? (See Attachment B) Check all that apply:
a) □
✔ Bycatch & protected species interactions

How? any
___________________________________________________________________________
and all bycatch will be released, protected species will be released with the least
possible interaction,and documented and NMFS will be reported to via email or phone
_________________________________________________________________________________
within 24 hours as to type and release condition ,also live release of Juvenal fish of all
_________________________________________________________________________________
species will be attempted,i will attend a safe handling and release workshop conducted
_________________________________________________________________________________
by NMFS WCR protected resources division prior to fishing the EFP
_________________________________________________________________________________
✔ Active gear tending ____________________________________________________________
b) □
How? ___________________________________________________________________________
gear will be set in a 2 to 5 sq mile area the boat will remain in the immediate area
_________________________________________________________________________________
strike buoys will be constantly monitored with binoculars and attended to
_________________________________________________________________________________
immediately when a strike occurs
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________

c) □
✔ Gear conflicts/number of vessels
How? ___________________________________________________________________________
the number of active swordfish vessels has dropped in recent years and i believe we have a
common respect among one another as far as distance from gear and fishing areas at 10 set
_________________________________________________________________________________
per boat i foresee no problems ,i believe the current method of attaching a tall flag with a
_________________________________________________________________________________
strobe lite and a radar reflector makes for possible conflict due to the obvious visibility to all
_________________________________________________________________________________
other vessels,commercial and sport fishing ,pleasure, sail etc, if multiple DSBG vessels are
fishing a small area it can look intimidating. A buoy with a tracking device would definitely
_________________________________________________________________________________
reduce conflict just due to lack of visibility .
_________________________________________________________________________________
d) □
✔ DSBG time and area use
How? ___________________________________________________________________________
Year round for experimental purposes to see what the possibilities are due to
_________________________________________________________________________________
weather and location the southern California bight is the optimum area ,during good
weather and favorable fish reports fishing 100 miles out and fishing central Ca
_________________________________________________________________________________
above pt Conception to Monterey would be expected.
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
e) □
✔ Gear configuration
I have currently been fishing DSBG attached to the boat up to 3 set at a time i have used the standard
How? ___________________________________________________________________________
configuration and as mentioned before i have modified the weight to a device i have been working on that
_________________________________________________________________________________
shows great promise, non leaching lead and allows smaller fish to be released alive ,by fish and game rules
i am not allowed to let it float freely from the boat,by obtaining a EFP with 10 sets allowed to float freely i can
_________________________________________________________________________________
better develop this device and obtain more data,also as mentioned in section C i would like to work on a
_________________________________________________________________________________
satellite GPS or radio beacon type locater buoy,and eliminate the currently used flag that has the possibility
_________________________________________________________________________________
to attract conflict and when the wind blows 25 mph or more the flag has a tendency to lay flat on the water
making it useless,and it also contains a lead weight.
_________________________________________________________________________________
✔ Concurrent gear use
f) □

How? ___________________________________________________________________________
searching for basking swordfish on the surface for harpoon while monitoring the
_________________________________________________________________________________
DSBG and trolling should both be easily be done concurrently
_________________________________________________________________________________
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